What if you didn’t have to choose between quality and cost?

Did you know Xerox makes toner cartridges for non-Xerox® printers? Enjoy the quality and value of the original for less.

WHY ARE XEROX® SUPPLIES FOR NON-XEROX® PRINTERS THE BEST CHOICE?

Meaningful Cost Savings
- High page yields equal to or greater than the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
- Higher performance without hidden costs of bargain brands such as damage, downtime and defects
- Lower cost per page

Complete Confidence
- Lifetime guarantee
- Using Xerox® Supplies for non-Xerox® Printers will not alter the integrity of the printer warranty

Sustainability & Certifications
- Indoor-air compliant
- Suitable for entry into local recycling streams
- Meet or exceed the strictest global standards for environmental health and safety including ISO 14001

Unmatched Quality
- Best-in-class manufacturing processes
- Triple tested for maximum reliability, brilliant quality and optimum performance

Breadth of Portfolio
- Covers the most common printer models
- Extensive and growing range of cartridges

The affordable, no-risk OEM alternative with the broadest portfolio, supporting the most popular printer models. Xerox® Supplies for non-Xerox® Printers provide savings, safety and the security that comes with a lifetime, worry-free warranty.
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1 Immediate and continued cost savings when compared to OEM
2 https://www.xerox.com/en-us/about/ehs